
Difficulty – Does the degree of similarity between stimuli affect the influence of 
the body on the face? (Figure 4).

Results

• A strong congruency effect and the absence of an alignment effect suggest that 
the face and body are non-holistically integrated, and overall indicate the body 
influences face perception (Figure 5). In Experiment 2, we ask the converse 
question, does face information influence body perception?

Experiment 2: Attend to the body

In Experiment 2 (n =35), participants made same-different judgments to the 
bodies while ignoring the face. (Figure 6)

Results

Experiment 3: Attend to the body

Body Manipulation
Does the orientation of the face change the influence present on the body? (Figure 
8)

Same-different sequential matching task (Figure 6)
• N = 40
• 12 blocks of 22 trials (264 total)
• Data collection conducted remotely through SONA using JsPsych

•Manipulations: 
• Body Manipulation (upright-head, inverted-head, no-head), Difficulty 

Measures
• Accuracy (% correct)

Results

• Bodies are better perceived in the intact, upright-head condition followed by the 
no-head condition and inverted-head (Figure 9). This suggests that the mere 
presence of the face does not facilitate perception – the face must be presented 
aligned, and upright. Alternative presentations of the face abolishes the face-
body integration.
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Conclusion

Experiments 1, 2, & 3 show that faces and bodies are integrated in perception. 
There is an existing asymmetry where the face more strongly influences body 
perception, as seen by the presence of an alignment effect in Experiment 2.
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Figure 3. Aligned and misaligned trial conditions. Each trial featured two composites, 
sequentially presented. Misaligned conditions were created by spatially misaligning the head 
from the body.
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Figure 8. Body manipulation trial conditions. Each trial featured two composites, sequentially 
presented. 
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Body Manipulation

Upright-Head Inverted-Head No-Head

Figure 5. A repeated measures ANOVA found significant main effects for congruency, alignment, 
and trial difficulty on accuracy (p<.05). Error bars indicate standard error. 

Response
Same[f] Different [j]

Figure 1. Judgements were made by performing a keyboard response; "same" indicated by the [f] keypress,
"different" indicated by the [j] keypress.

Figure 6. Judgements were made by performing a keyboard response; "same" indicated by the [f] keypress,
"different" indicated by the [j] keypress.

Figure 7. A repeated measures ANOVA found significant main effects for congruency, alignment, and
trial difficulty on accuracy (p<.05). Error bars indicate standard error. 

Figure 9. A repeated measures ANOVA found significant main effects for body manipulation (p .001) 
and difficulty (p < .001) on accuracy. There was also a significant interaction of body manipulation 
and difficulty level on accuracy. Error bars indicate standard error. 

Response
Same[f] Different [j]

• N = 37
• 8 blocks of 22 trials (176 total)
• Data collection conducted 

remotely through SONA using 
JsPsych

• Manipulations: 
• Congruency, Alignment, Difficulty

• Measures
• Accuracy (% correct)

Upright Head Inverted Head Isolated BodyNo-Head

Figure 2. Congruent and incongruent trial conditions. Each trial featured two composites, sequentially
presented. Congruent consisted of same face/same body and different face/different body combinations;
incongruent consists of same face/different body and different face/same body combinations.

Introduction

Previous Research has shown that we perceive people as “visually integrated” 
persons with faces and bodies, rather than as discrete face and body components.

In the current research, we examine integration by asking: 
Does the body influence our perception of the face? 
Does the face influence our perception of the body?

Integration
The inability to ignore task-irrelevant information [1].  In this research, participants 
are asked to attend only to the face and ignore the body or vice versa.

Experiment 1: Attend to the face

In Experiment 1, we created face-body composites where we merged the face of 
one person with the body of another person [3]. For this task, we used a same-
different task where participants judged whether two sequentially presented faces 
were the "same" or "different” (Figure 1).  Note that the body information is not 
relevant to the task.

Congruency - A test of integration between face and body components (Figure 2).
A Congruency Effect is indicated by an accuracy advantage when the face and body 
are compatible, and a performance deficit when they are incompatible. Congruent 
conditions have faces and bodies that are both “same” or “different”. Incongruent 
trials have faces that are the same and bodies that are different, or vice versa. If 
face information is processed separately from body information, congruency 
should not affect performance [2]. 

Holistic vs Non-Holistic Integration - Does the spatial misalignment disrupt the 
influence of the body on the face? (Figure 3). Holistic integration refers to 
individual components (face and body) being integrated and perceived as one 
perceptual unit. Non-Holistic integration refers to the individual components being 
perceived independently of one another. 

Figure 4. Morphs used for trial conditions. Faces were used in Experiment 1, Bodies were used for Experiments 2 & 3. Created using 
Abrosoft Fantamorph 5. Stronger discrepancies are indicated by "easy" difficulty level, followed by "medium", and "hard" which 
signified the weaker discrepancies between morphs. "Same-trial" difficulty indicated no difference between morph pairings. 

• A congruency effect when the face and body are aligned in the hard and same 
conditions suggest that the face and body are integrated for perception (Figure 
7). Lack of an interaction with the alignment effect suggest it is non-holistic.
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